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Introduction
Democratization of Simulation

 The admirable vision for expanding the use of simulation by non-experts 

cannot be safely realized unless a new approach to analysis based on 

predictive computational science and numerical simulation emerges to 

replace the art of finite element modeling as it has been practiced up to 

now

 The solution lies in the practice of Simulation Governance which 

provides safeguards to ensure that the most difficult computational 

problems can be solved by experts with confidence, while more routine 

analysis in support of design decisions can be performed by engineers 

without expert training
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Introduction
Observations about FEA

 The capabilities and software for performing advanced simulation 

by expert analysts have increased at a much faster pace than the 

those for performing more routine work by non-experts and design 

engineers

 It is very disappointing that after several decades of investment 

and advancement, design engineers are still not routinely 

performing more simulation work using FEA
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Introduction
Observations about FEA

 So why does FEA software remains so complex and problematic 

that it is usually used by specialists?

• The answer often overlooked and unspoken: Most FEA software do not 

produce an objective measurement of the quality of the solution that can 

guide the non-expert user 

 Specialists perform the work and perform their own subjective 

quality assessment

• Often these same specialists kept asking for and were given increasingly 

more capable and complex simulation options in multi-purpose FEA tools
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Introduction
Observations about FEA

 Incremental improvements made to the status quo of simulation 

without greater innovation are reaching a point of diminishing 

returns to address these challenges

• At the same time the capabilities and complexity of the analysis tools 

require ever greater levels of expertise and specialization from the 

engineering staff

 Simulation governance, a concept that originated from the 

appreciation that numerical simulation is a highly complex activity, 

is essential to address these challenges
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SIMULATION GOVERNANCE

What is Simulation?
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Physical Reality
Why Simulation?

 One should never confuse an idea of physical reality with 

physical reality itself

• The layman always means, when he says "reality" that he is 

speaking of something self-evidently known; whereas to me it 

seems the most important and exceedingly difficult task of our time 

is to work on the construction of a new idea of reality. Wolfgang 

Pauli (1900-1958) Nobel Prize in Physics, 1945

 What then, is the meaning of simulation?
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What is Simulation?

 Simulation should be understood as the imitative representation of 

the functioning of one system by means of the functioning of 

another

• In Solid Mechanics we are interested in the functioning of structural 

systems and the imitative representation by mathematical models

 Mathematical model: Transformation of one set of data (D) based on 

an idealization of physical reality (I) to the quantities of interest (F)
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What is Numerical Simulation?

 While the purpose of simulation is to find F, the purpose of numerical 

simulation is to find an approximation to F denoted by Fnum
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 Numerical simulation workflow – Sources of error and uncertainties

Numerical Simulation
Sources of Uncertainties in the Predictions
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Role of Simulation Governance

 What it takes for organizations to develop confidence in the results of their 

numerical simulation projects?

• Management is responsible for the exercise of command and control over all aspects of 

numerical simulation. Therefore management is responsible for simulation governance

 SimGov: The procedures that must be established for enhancing and ensuring 

the reliability of predictions based on numerical simulation. They include

• Proper formulation of idealizations → mathematical models

• Adoption of the best available simulation technologies and practices 

• Solution and data verification procedures

• Revision of mathematical models from new information collected from physical experiments 

and field observations
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Value of Simulation Governance

 Reliance on predictions based on mathematical models is justified if 

experimental evidence demonstrates that the transformation (D, I) → F yields 

predictions that are confirmed by the outcome of physical experiments

 To remain competitive companies need to manage their simulation resources 

and projects effectively

• As the value of the simulation function increases the practice of simulation governance

becomes critical to ensuring the reliability and robustness of analysis methods and tools 

used in support of engineering decision-making processes

• Properly managed simulation is a valuable corporate asset

• Poorly managed simulation can be a great corporate liability
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Key Elements of Simulation Governance

 VVUQ – verification, validation, uncertainty quantification

• Verification: Objective assessment of the accuracy of the 

numerical solution of the mathematical model 

 Solution verification: How close is Fnum to F?

• Validation: Assessment of the predictive performance of 

mathematical models

 Ranking: How close is Fnum to Fexp?
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Key Elements of Simulation Governance

 VVUQ – verification, validation, uncertainty quantification

• Uncertainty Quantification: Evaluation of the effects that 

uncertainties in (D, I) have on the quantities of interest F. Types 

of uncertainties

 Aleatory (random) uncertainties associated with the statistical 

dispersion of model parameters (D)

 Epistemic (model-form) uncertainties associated with the definition of 

mathematical models (I, F)
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Objectives of Simulation Governance

 Specific applications of SimGov must be designed by 

subject experts on a case-by-case basis  

• Three major objectives:

 Application of design rules

 Formulation of design rules

 Condition-based maintenance 

• Fundamental technical requirement:

 Solution verification

 Essential for creation and application of design rules
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Objectives of Simulation Governance
Application and Formulation of Design Rules
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY SMART 

SIMULATION APPS?

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES?

Smart Simulation Apps
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What are Smart Simulation Apps?

 FEA-based software tools for standardization and automation of 

recurring analysis tasks and process workflows

 Developed by expert analysts for users who are non-specialists

 Designed to fit into existing analysis processes that capture institutional 

knowledge, best practices, and design rules

 Consistent results are produced by tested and approved analysis 

procedures regardless of the user expertise with FEA
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Why Smart Simulation Apps?

 Proper application of numerical simulation procedures 

requires expertise in computational engineering that is not 

widely or readily available

• Smart Simulation Apps leverage this expertise for recurring 

analysis tasks and process workflows

 Similar to the expertise of specialists in applied mechanics made 

available through engineering handbooks
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Why Smart Simulation Apps?

 Smart Simulation Apps allow deployment of models of much 

greater complexity than those available in conventional engineering 

handbooks

• Fewer simplifying assumptions than classical engineering methods

• Adaptable to industry, company and products
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What are the Challenges with Sim Apps?

 Definition and enforcement of modeling rules

• Ensure that modeling assumptions, meshing rules, element selection, 

extraction of results are consistent with the principles and methods of 

numerical simulation 

 Expertise and time required to anticipate all variations and use 

cases

• Dependent on experts to create and manage including the performance of 

Q/A

 ROI from process automation problematic 

• Overall complexity and time to create by experts before allowing non-

experts to use
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Why Legacy FEA Struggles with Sim Apps?

 Geometry approximation with low-order mapping problematic and too much 

de-featuring needed

• Meshes and elements requiring restriction that only an expert can understand and are 

dangerous to use without the expert

 Solution of high-fidelity, multi-scale problems are difficult

• Solutions are not continuous but discrete and nodal based, making it difficult to get 

accurate stress in regions of stress concentration

 Can’t tell how accurate the solution is for every set of inputs and result of 

interest

• Need to ask the expert author of the Sim App

• If an expert is needed to tell when the solution is right, the expert is also needed to tell 

when it is not
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Legacy FEA – Example Element Library

1. C3D4 4-node linear tetrahedron

2. C3D4H(S) 4-node linear tetrahedron, hybrid with linear pressure

3. C3D6(S) 6-node linear triangular prism

4. C3D6(E) 6-node linear triangular prism, reduced integration with 

hourglass control

5. C3D6H(S) 6-node linear triangular prism, hybrid with constant 

pressure

6. C3D8 8-node linear brick

7. C3D8H(S) 8-node linear brick, hybrid with constant pressure

8. C3D8I 8-node linear brick, incompatible modes

9. C3D8IH(S) 8-node linear brick, incompatible modes, hybrid with 

linear pressure

10. C3D8R 8-node linear brick, reduced integration with hourglass 

control

11. C3D8RH(S) 8-node linear brick, reduced integration with 

hourglass control, hybrid with constant pressure

12. C3D10(S) 10-node quadratic tetrahedron

13. C3D10H(S) 10-node quadratic tetrahedron, hybrid with constant 

pressure

14. C3D10I(S) 10-node general-purpose quadratic tetrahedron, 

improved surface stress visualization

15. C3D10M 10-node modified tetrahedron, with hourglass control

16. C3D10MH(S) 10-node modified tetrahedron, with hourglass 

control, hybrid with linear pressure

17. C3D15(S) 15-node quadratic triangular prism

18. C3D15H(S) 15-node quadratic triangular prism, hybrid with 

linear pressure

19. C3D20(S) 20-node quadratic brick

20. C3D20H(S) 20-node quadratic brick, hybrid with linear pressure

21. C3D20R(S) 20-node quadratic brick, reduced integration

22. C3D20RH(S) 20-node quadratic brick, reduced integration, 

hybrid with linear pressure

23. C3D15V(S) 15 to 18-node triangular prism

24. C3D15VH(S) 15 to 18-node triangular prism, hybrid with linear 

pressure

25. C3D27(S) 21 to 27-node brick

26. C3D27H(S) 21 to 27-node brick, hybrid with linear pressure

27. C3D27R(S) 21 to 27-node brick, reduced integration

28. C3D27RH(S) 21 to 27-node brick, reduced integration, hybrid 

with linear pressure

29. ….

21. C3D20R(S) 20-node quadratic brick, reduced integration 
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Example Element Library
Reduced Integration

 What is the problem?

• Reduced integration was introduced because low-order 

elements were found to be “too stiff” 

• It was found that reducing the number of quadrature points the 

elements become more “compliant”

 Unrealistic expectation: The error of approximation caused by low-

order elements is always canceled by the error in integration

 Instability: Reduced integration elements are prone to “hour-glassing”

• This type of elements makes solution verification impossible
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SimGov & Smart Simulation Apps
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
SIMPLE – ACCURATE – FAST – EFFICIENT – RELIABLE 
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Smart Simulation Apps
Technical Requirements

 Across the simulation functions of knowledge capture, 

conceptualization, modeling, numerical approximation and 

prediction, the technology foundation used by Sim Apps should 

be:

• Simple & Accurate

• Fast & Efficient

• Reliable & Robust

 To be “Smart” and “S.A.F.E.R.” simulation apps must satisfy the 

technical requirements of Simulation Governance
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S.A.F.E.R. Technical Requirements

 Simple & Accurate – Predictive computational science instead of the art of 

finite element modeling

• Minimal element library to capture topology

• Feasible to use 3D solid elements throughout

 Fast & Efficient – Automatic sequence of solutions for error control

• Proven extraction procedures for the data of interest

• Solution verification for all reported results

 Reliable & Robust – Usable by specialists and non-experts alike with 

confidence

• Must fit existing workflows and use terminology familiar to users

• Objective measure of solution quality without an expert on call
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Simple & Accurate
Development of the knowledge base of FEA
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Technical Requirements
Fast & Efficient

 Fast: Simplified modeling and live post-processing 

• Fewer reruns tweaking the mesh speeds up the process

• Fast automatic sequence of solutions for error control

• Convergence feedback of any result anywhere in the model

 Efficient: Large 3D solid models for detail stress analysis 

are feasible

• No need to mix shells and solids

• Same elements for all analysis types
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Fast & Efficient
Contact Problem
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Fast & Efficient
Multi-scale Analysis
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Fast & Efficient
Multi-scale Analysis
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Fast & Efficient
Multi-scale Analysis
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Technical Requirements
Robust & Reliable

 Robust: Must fit existing workflows and use terminology 

familiar to the end user

• Meshes and processes are not brittle

• Must be safe and fault tolerant

 Reliable: Usable by specialists and non-experts alike with 

confidence

• Users receive an objective measure of solution quality without 

an expert on call
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Technical Requirements
Robust & Reliable
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Technical Requirements
Robust & Reliable
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Technical Requirements
Robust & Reliable
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Smart Simulation Apps
Summary

 Engineering Simulation Apps provide a framework for the 

preservation and accumulation of institutional knowledge 

• Fit into existing analysis processes 

• Capture best practices

• Produce consistent results 

• Remove operator-dependence

• Increase productivity
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Smart Simulation Apps
Summary

 Engineering Simulation Apps are “Smart” by satisfying the 

technical requirements of SimGov and enabling simple, 

accurate, fast, efficient, and reliable (S.A.F.E.R.) 

simulations with built-in quality assurance

• Essential SimGov requirement: Simulation apps should not 

be deployed without objective measures of quality for all 

reported results
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